SCAVENGER HUNT

Look closely at the things around you. What else might that be used for?

DETAILS
- Age: K – 4th (but can be done at any age)
- Time: 10 – 40 minutes
- Materials: none!

PREPARATION
- Dress properly for the weather.
- Find a safe outdoor space, preferably with different types of natural materials.

OBJECTIVES
- OBSERVE and LOOK CLOSELY at nature
- EXPLORE outdoor spaces and COLLECT natural materials
- THINK CREATIVELY

ACTIVITY STEPS
- Head out to your outdoor space. Look closely and think creatively about natural materials around. See how many items from the list below you can find.
- Consider taking photos or sketching what you find!

COVID PRECAUTIONS
When choosing a place to explore, please be mindful of the CDC’s recommended social distancing protocols.

EXPLORATION QUESTIONS
- What do you notice?
- Do you see any patterns?
- Can you tell me more about that?
- Where should we look? Why?

A walking stick for a raccoon
A straw for a squirrel
A bed for a bug
A swing for a spider
A plate for a rabbit
A TV for a chickadee
A front door for a fish
A wig for a loon
A toothpick for a coyote
A buffet for a robin
A ladder for a lizard
A helicopter for an ant
A slide for a salamander
A trampoline for a tick
A playground for a turkey
A mountain for a flee
A highway for turtles
What else can you find?
Get creative!

SHOW US WHAT YOU FIND!

Find something really neat during your scavenger hunt? Post it to Facebook with #BOLCscavenger and see what other folks have found while exploring.